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FUTURE
Serving the UCF Co~unity for 15 Years

INSIDE
DGriffin looks at UCF's two student
governments, see Forum, page 4
D Whatever happened to Bob Jaxson?
See Encore, page 7 ·
D Two Knights make a play for _the big
league, see Sportsweek, page 9

January 21, 1983 ·

Vol.15 No. 16

Perez, Weber critique fall term performances
by Michael Griffin
Editor In Chief

The two branches of UCF's Student
Government underwent a significant
shift in the balance of pow.er and
responsibility fall semester, according
to SG 's two top officers. .
Student body President Tico Perez
said the -emphasis of his administration has been to allow the
legislative branch a wider range of
power to perform more serviceoriented projects, while the executive
branch has dealt with SG matters on
the UCF . administrative, state and
national levels.
.
In the past, the executive branch
handled most service-oriented
projects while the legislative branch
was primarily in charge of allocating
fw!ds to·organizations.
"I've . made the vice president as
powerful as I wish I had been when I
held the position," Perez said.
Student bcxly Vice President Matt

•

Weber has .had "total freooom" to
pursue projects _. and programs
through the senate as a result of the
shift, Perez said.
"Matt has got complete control in
the senate, I never interfere with his
senate meetings. He's on the signature list for the SG general account.
He's got the ability to do what he
·thinks he needs to do," Perez said.
W eber has taken this added
measure of power and responsibility
and molded a senate.that increased its
legislative output•by more than 100
percent over the previous legislature.
"We came into this session with a
goal to increase legislative output by
20 percent,'' Weber said. ''We have
literally blown the doors off that
projection."
By the middle of last year, the 14th
student senate had passed 15 pieees
of legislation-seven bills and eight
resolutions; the 15th student senate
~ passed 30-18 bills and 12

resolutions.
Weber srud the increased number of .
bills 'i s particularly significant
because they bring tangible results.
Resolutions, on the other hand, are
only statements of opinion or intent.
Some of the legislation Weber listed
as important was Sen, Robert
Burkett's bill which allocated $4,250
to purchase audjo visual communication equipment of · clubs and
organizations.
Sen. Rob Rotter introduced
legislation that loan:ed $10,000 to
financial aid to provide short-term·
loans to students and funded money
. to purchase new typewriters for the
typing room.
Important resolutions passed were
. Bnrkett's and Sen. Steve Gizinski's
resolution, which called for improvements on Alafaya Trail, Sen.
Lucy Johnson's to improve handicapped access at all state universities,
and Sen. Monty Knox's resolution

which ·questioned the fire safety of
UCF's portable classrooms.
Despite these successes in the
senate, Weber is less optimistic about
SG. He s¢d the two branches are
widely separated by a communication
gap.
"I don't carry very much weight in
Tico's administration. My job is
ninety-nine percent in the senate.
"I don't see the two branches as antagonistic toward each ot~er; it's like
they're oblivious to one another,"
Weber said.
Weber pointed to the low number of
cabinet meetings Perez has held as an
example of this communication
problem.
"Our problems are organizational. I
don't think he (Perez) views SG as a
whole, but rather (as) two parts of one
organization,'' Weber said.
Yet, Perez said the clear separation
SG,page3

UCF rabbi
retires after
12years
by Donna Howell
Future news

•

•

After 12 years ~th UCF's
United Campus Ministry, Rabbi
Rudolph Adler retired last week.
At a reception given in his honor
Tuesday, Adler recieved a plaque
from the Jewish Student Union
and United Campus Ministry.
Adler helped, start the campus
ministry in 1971. He counseled
Jewish students, organized a
Religious Emphasis Week and
arranged for out-of-town speakers
to '\dsit UCF.
Besides working with Orlando's
Ohev Shalom congregation, Adler
is writing two books. One book,
dealing with the . Jewish law
Mishnah, will be published within
six months. He said th~ other book,
about ancient sources of the Bible,
should be published within a year.
Adler received his early training
in Germany, but fled to England
and Canada to escape the Nazi persecution. He was ordained as a
rabbi in Liverpool, England.

Ann Ransom /Future

Michael Beard, Clive Thomas and Paul Stone discussed gun control at the Student Center debate Wednesday. ·

SC gun control debate pulls small turnout
by Roger Simmons
Future n1:1ws

A sparse crowd participated in a
gun control debate Wednesday as
part of Student Center's "Hot Issues
of the 80s" series.
·
Paul Stone, media coordinator of
the National Rifle Association, and
.Michael Beard, executive director of
the Coalition to Ban .Handguns,
squared off on one of .the most controversial topics faced in the country
today, according to moderator and
WKIS talkshow host Clive Thomas.
Stone said the purpose of the
Second Amendinent is to ensure that

when a government comes to power
and _systematically deprives citizens
of their liberty and rights, those
citizens "can kill some of them."
Stone also said one difficulty with
enforcing a handgun law is that many
people would be reluctant to give up
their guns.
Beard said a vicious cycle exists:
people buy guns for protection; the
guns are stolen; the . crime rate increases. "Handguns account for
about twenty percent of guns in
society and also account for about
ninety percent of the abuse," Beard
stated.

Stone maintained that the nation
does not want a gun control law and
pointed to a referendum on guns in
California. "California proved that
when voters were given a choice on
gun control at a statewide level, it was
rejected to a two to one margin."

Beard countered Stone's statement
by pointing out that his budget was
considerably less than the NRA's. In
response to ar;i audience question
about outlawing hunting handguns,
he stated, "In the long run I don't
think you should have a right to hunt
~th a handgun and eventually you
won't have that right!"

Reusable tokens to be available in summ.er

Perez finishes plan on expressway discount

•

by Roger Simmons
Future news

Rabbi Rudolph Adler

Student body President Tico Perez
said he would complete plans for the
expressway token system this week.
The pilot program will allow UCF
students to purchase tokens for use

on the East-West ·Expressway instead of the coupons currently in t,J.Se.
An advantage of the new system is
that tokens can be reused while the
coupons are used once, Perez said.
The SG seal will be on one side of the
tokens and a design by the OrlandoOrange
County
Expressway
Authority will be on the other side. If

the program is successful the expressway authority will expand it to
the public, and all tokens with the SG
seal will be destroyed, according to
Perez.
Perez also sa1d that the manufacturing cost will be $805 for 5,000
tokens. SG will pay for them from its
expressway·revolving fund·.
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Student information withheld on request
MONDAY

THURSDAY

Busch $2.50 Pitcher
25cHotDogs
9 till Midnight

Heineken Night
$1.00 per Bottle

Under provisions of the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act
of 1974, colleges may establish directory information which may be
released to those who inquire about
students. UCF has established the
following as directory information:
1. ·A student's name, address,
telephone number (if listed), athlete's
.weight and height may be given in
response to verbal inquiries.
.
2. Date and place of birth, major field
of study, date of attendance, degrees
and awards r~ived, most recent
previous educational agency or institution attended by the student may

SATURDAY

TUESDAY

College Football
Happy Hour
25c Hot Dogs
3 ·7 p.m.
Moosehead $1.00

Ladies Night
St. Pauli Girl $1.00

WEDNESDAY

SUNDAY

Stroh's Night
7 5c per bottle

Busch $2.50 Pitcher
Happy Hour 12 noon till 7

SANDWICHES

IMPORTED BEER

be given in response to written
inquiries.
Students have the right to withhold
disclosure of any or all of these
categories of directory information. C.
W. Brown, Dean of Students, said
any requests for such information
from non-institutional persons or
organizations will be refused (in·
eluding family members). Information
is shared with UCF on a need-to-know
basis. Students who wish to withhold
this information may come by the
Students Affairs Office, AD 282, to
sign the request form.

,Right Across from UCF on Alqfaya Trail . 273-2461

Af AGlance

St~~.

IUIPIAN

Radiation ~herapy added
to program

Educational Center

There IS a difference!!!

Course

Class Starting

The university undergraduate curriculum committee and
the administration have added radiation therapy to the
radiologic science program. This new specialization
prepares graduates for treating cancer patients with various
forms of radiation. Graduates will qualify to take the
national certifying exam offered by the American Registry
of Radiologic Technology. This program is offered in con·
junction with Halifax Hospit.al in Daytona Beach.
Students will have the advantage of working in a new,
~ge community cancer center with the latest equipment
and technology.
For more information contact Dr. Jo Edwards, Chemistry
Building Room 228, x-27 47. Application deadline is Feb. 1.

Jan. 26 .
Feb.12
Feb. 23

GMAT
MCAT
DAT

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there Is Insufficient enrollment
Coll for details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

678-8400
Centers In More Than 60 Major US Cities
Puerto Rico Toronto Canada & Lu cno Switzer lend

Air Force mini-theater van
to visit UCF

Aaron Rents·
Furniture

The U. S. Air Force orientation group will be on campus
with its mini-theater van on·Feb. 9, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The group will present a short film that focuses on some of
the technical specialties, OCCUP.ational areas and challenges
that are available in the Air Force. There is also a lounge
area in the van where students may relax and direct
questions to members of the orientation group.
The van will be parked next to the UCF r~flecting pool.
For further information, contact Capt. Coyne in HFA 214
or call x-2264.

STUDENT CONTRACTS
TELEVISION RENTALS

1YO DEPOSIT FOR
UCFSTUDENTS

Grad school test review
courses slated

150/o OFF FIRST MONTH'S RENT
WithThisAd
5232 SOUTH ORANGE A VE.
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Prospective applicants to graduate schools and master's
programs in business can prepare for admission tests by
taking review courses offered through UCF's College of Extended Studies .
A six-week course for the Graduate Management Ad·
mission Test begins on Feb. 7 at St. Richard's Episcopal.
Church, 5151 Lake Howell Road, Winter Park, from 7to10
p.m. It consists of a basic review of arithmetic, alegebra,
plane and analytic geometry, charts and graphs, and verbal
skills. Instructors will also familiarize students with testing .
procedures and make suggestions on getting the most out
of test-taking skills. The cost is $75 and includes a textbook.
A Qraduate Record Examination revi'ew course begins
Feb. 28 and offers six-week and eight-week classes. The fee
for the six-week class is $75 and covers rriath skills. The
eight-week class costs $100 and reviews math and verbal
skills. Texts are furfilshed in both classes.
For additional information on the review courses call x2123.
•
I

Marketing Association
holds 'fling'
The UCF Marketing Association will hold its first membership. invitation; "The Spring Fling," at 8 p.m. today at
the Quality Inn on the corner of East Colonial Drive and
Alafaya Trail. Refreshments will be served.

•
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SG----------------------------frompage 1
of powers has helped him pursue
students' needs within UCF's ad·
ministration and at the state and
national levels.
Since his election to Southeast
Regional Director of the American
Student Association, a lobby concerned with the needs of college students, Perez has worked to improve
UCF's image across the state and in
Washington, according to LeVester
Tubbs, vice president of Student Affairs.
"Tico has given SG something
they've never had before-good clear
contacts in Washington,'' Tubbs said.
At the state level, Perez was
described as "an effective force" by
Steve Southerland, student body

•

president of the University of Florida
and president of the Florida Student
Association.
''Perez has been an incredible force
for UCF in the FSA," Southerland
said. "It is something UCF has
needed for a long time. His election to
the ASA National Board of Directors
is a good thing not just for UCF but
for all Florida institions."
Perez believes the lack of cabinet
meetings has not hurt SG. "I get input from both my advisers (Barton
Weeks and Ray Gates) and several
senators before I make . some
decisions, 11 he said.
"I don't feel the role of the cabinet
was ever really a powerful one in SG,"
he added.

Weber contends that the cabinet
could become a powerful force in SG if
the strong on-campus leadership was
there. ''Student Government as a
whole is not moving forward as it
should, certainly not as fast as it
should.''
"This university is growing in size
and importance and SG must keep
pace. That will take a strong
organization,'' Weber said.
As for the future of Perez and
Weber, neither will seek re-election _or
a higher office in elections this spring.
"I'm going to.graduate and go home,"
Weber said.
"Graduation is foremost in my
mind at this time," Perez said.

Senate Action
•Sen Sandra White was forced to
resign from the senate for missing
five of six roll calls. White had until
Thursday to appeal and explain her
absences. No appeal was made by
Future press time Thursday.
•SG will form a committ;ee to continue publication of "On Course," a
Student Government-produced
book of syllabi.
•Mark Butner was approved for
the student-at-large position on
the Activities and Services Cominittee.
.

Stlident Center
Cinema
.A .Fun Competition For The Novice
·.

.

•

.

-

Jan 24 ' 25 ' 26
Jan 31, Feb 1, 2

~.

.:r-~,

_.·

jf~j .
'

6:00 pm Student Center Auditorium

'-·

·

•

Today is the last day to register! .Student Center Room 215

Jan 21, 23
8;30 pm SCA

Mi~night

Movie
/~ Drafthouse

, " What Do You Say
::;, ~To ANakedLady?
~~ ·
Jan 21 SCA

BED RACE
Jan26Noon

Cinema Clqssiques,

•
· • • ••

, .. l

First Prize $250 and Expenses Paid to
Pepsi-Daytona State Challlpionship
•
•

ABoy ·
And His Dog

Intercollegiate Bed Race In Daytona

Metropolis, M~~ __:.:_1..,-,. , · ~~
1
Jan 28
· 8:30pm
SCA
Forbidden Planet

Today is the last day to registerl
Student Center Room 215·
Jan. 26 8:30 PM SCA

Do It All Night

•

~·············

..··············i

~TONIGHT.!

,........... .........•........:

Battle ·of The Bars

Student Talent .Competition

Jan24 8pm

"Tuesday Night Live''

Carrie Nations

Ca$h Prizes Awarded

~

•

Free Games
&Munchies
IOpm-5am
SCGameroom
a:

Round '
Two

Jan 25

8:00 pm

Knighfs'Den
rnlcrfai11111c11t
rnm111illce

•
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The tragedy of life is not
that man loses but that he
almost wins.
A free exchange of ideas ·
Heywood Broun

on the issues of the day

A look at UCFs two SGs
The Future took a look back this week at the first
semester of UCF's 15th student government and the
general concensus is that the news is good.
· The executive branch re-established old ties within the
university administration that were strained severely
~uring the ~gn of "King George" Chandler and opened entirely new in-roads at the state and national levels.
President Perez's accomplishments in thes~ areas are
especially noteworthy since the Florida Student
Association will be fighting tuition increases, cutbacks in
educational funds and the raising of the drinking age.
All of these issues affect UCF students and all university
students across the state. In the past, UCF students had
very little effective representation at these levels.
Perez has done that part of his job extremely well.
The legislative branch meanwhile ended a long history of
almost total anarchy last semester. Times were when
Future editorial pages had field days tearing apart the circus-like antics of UCF's "Three Ring Senate."
Last semester a group, whose credibility was questioned
by a poor candidate and voter turnout in the last election,
pulled together to form one of the most efficient and hardworking governmental bodies in UCF history.
Vice President Weber has taken. the tools that long laid
do~t, primarily the. rules of parliamentary procedure,
and used them to make the senate a force to be reckoned
with, not ridiculed. .
There are no more fist fights on the senate floor, but the
debate is more controlled, intelligent and much more
beneficial to the needs of the students. .
Weber has done that part of his job extremely well.
· Now comes the bad news. These two branches are
working efficiently, but they are performing their tasks as
two separate organizations. The communication problems
that exist in Student Government tOday are enormous.
One .clear indication of this was the large number of
rumors that were circulated this week within SG ·as to the
results of the Future report on the organization. Rumors
that one side attacked the other or the other side attempted
to diminish the progress of another were totally without
base in fact. The rumor~. however, persisted.
The communication gap at SG is especially significant
because, though both sides have made great strides of progress, the group as a whole has not ·moved forward.
Student Government has an incredible public relations
problem. It is not that·they have nothing good to sell to the
people, but they can't present a common front.
Student Government has two faces this year, those of
Tico Perez and Matt Weber-two strong and capable leaders
whose actions are totally separated rather than complementary to one another. ·
·
It is not difficult to find progress in UCF's student
government~ the probJem is finding one student government-at this time we really have two.
Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief

An issue has presented it;..
self which concerns not only
the students of the U niversity ·of Central Florida, but
the college age population of .
the entire nation. Alcoholism
and drunk driving have
received increased attention
lately, and quite deservedly.
In an effort to minimize the·
risks
associated · with
drinking, Florida has adopted
new, stiffer laws concerning
drunken driving, and raised
the drinking age to 19. These
legislative efforts and increased awareness of the
problems . associated with
alcohol should not only curb
growing alcoholism among
the youth of Florida, but
more importantly, save lives.
Life is a growing exi>er·
ience, one of increasing responsibility and descision
making. More and more the
right to grow and make decisions is being abridged by
our government. Presently,
there is proposed legislation
before the Florida legislature
that seeks to raise the drinking age from 19 to 21. This af.
fects the majority of college
students-legal adults who
must face the decision of
alcohol use sooner or later.
Young adults make many
decisions in today'.s world.
We have the right to get
married; buy a home, go to
jail, buy a gun, choose our

•

No beer here?

MO, lH~ is NOT ACOMMlJNiCAT'iON
C1AP IN STUDEllr GOW/ftltFjr••.
:Bui, I'll GET NATT ~OT, i1LL Ga--nc.o
. Of\) IT QIG~T Av.:A.'/
ON IT'R!GHI AWA/i

'
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The FUTURE
"Founded in 1968 by the students of the
University of Central Florida

Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief
Michael J. West
Busines~ Manager
Julie D. Norris
News Editor

1

Ellleen Samelson/Future

president and 'even fight for
allow state legislatures to
our country; yet we do not
take personal decisions out of
have the right to decide if we
our hands, as we cannot allow
can drink a glass of ·wine in
the creation of different levels
of adulthood making 19- 21
our own home with our wife,
while filling out our t.ax . year olds second-class adults. ·
retlµn. (The levity is not inThe argument that raising
tended to make light of a
the drinking age by two years
serious situatiqn, only put it
will save lives is logical when
in perspective.) Why should
considering that such action
will remove· thousands of
the use of alcohol be ex.eluded
from these· other decisions?
present drinkers fropi ·the
Should the moral views of · drinking popUlation. Does it
others deny our decisionfollow then, that by raising
making rights, guaranteed by
the drinking age to 25, we will
the Constitution?
save more lives, and hundreds
- Alcoholism and drunk
more if raised · to 30? Of
driving are problems that af.
course! The true question is
feet everyone, not only those
whether we will allow our
between the ages of 19·21. · legislators to deny the 19-21
The people who wish to raise
year olds their rights as
this age may eventually be
adults, while requiring that
the ones who decide to
they fulfill their responlegislate our freedoms persibilities as adults.
taining to what we can read,
Anyone interested in
_or what we can see. These·are
helping
defeat
this
decisions that are individual
legislation, please contact me
to each of us. We c8nnot
at 275-2191.

Letter Policy
Letters to the editor must
be delivered to the Future by
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters must be
typed, double spaced on a 60
space line. All letters must
be signed with writer's name
· and phone number to be considered for publication.
Wri t"e rs' names will be
.withheld upon request. All
letters are subject to
editing.
·
Some letters may be
designated
as guest
editorials at the editor's
discretion, with permission
of the author. All submitted
material becomes the copyrighted property of the
Future newspaper.

Froio our readers
Blame governments, not studentS, for policies

Kathleen ·G. Foronda
Managing Editor
l;ee Lerner
Sports· Editor

Lawrence H. Thompson
Entertainment Editor

Pamela Gimson
Photography Editor

Robert B. Molpus
Production Supervisor

David E. Henderson
Sales Manager

Offices Located on Libra Drive
F.ditorial: (305) 275-2601 Business: (305) 275-2865
This public document was promulgated at an annuDl cost of $'19.(JOO or 5.3 cents per copy to infonn the
university community. Annual advertising revenue of$50Ji60 defrays 63.9 percent of the annual cost.
Opinions e:1:pressed in the FUTURE are those of the editor or the writer and not necessarily tho.•e of the ·
·
Uniuersity Board of Publications or the administmtioTL
The FUTURE is funded partially through the Activity and Seroice Fee allocated by Stuc:U!nt
Gouemment of the University of Central Florida.

Editor:
Mr. Alan Clark's letter
printed in the Dec. 10 Future and Mr. Hung Tge Ngrien's
letter printed in Jan. . 14
Future, made interesting

t.en based on "which side of the
bread is buttered.''
Hence, all good institutions
of learning are guided in their

admission policies, not by the
political leanings of the ruling
government but by the merits
of the individual.

student of the cruel, coldblooded Vietnam war? All of
us, to some degree, bear the
cross of burden for the follies
of our rulers.

reading. The whole issue of
"international students ·
studying in the U. S." needs
to be view0d frorri a wider
Further, students are not
perspective.
responsible for the actions of

Lastly, it is my opm10n
that in the long run it is not
those mighty governments
but you and I who can build

their government, which may
violate peace . or imbalance
justice. Would it be fair to
accused every American

peace by extending the hand
of friendship to every man,
irrespective of his country or
color.
Uma Gowri Gupta

In the political arena, no
country has permanent
friends or permanent enemies. Foreign policies are of·

...
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Perez charts SG progress; sets goals for next semester

I

Fellow Students:
Welccme back to UCF!
This semester marks the
beginning of my last semester
as student body president,
and I am very pleased with
the progress that Student
Government has made thus
far.
To begin with, we have
been fortunate to have elected, despite the miserable two
percent turnout to vote, the
finest Senate that I have had
the honor with which to be
associated. This group has
accomplished what most
other senates have, and surpassed them by doing extensive work in handicapped
concerns and in campus

•

security.
.
Student Government has
also expanded its paramet.ers.
We have gone beyond the
state level, and have taken a
major role on the national
level through leadership
positions in the American
Student Association. We like
to feel that our efforts at the
administrative, state and
federal levels have been successful; the results should be
apparent. To date, we have
been able to relieve some .of
the tension in the financial aid
battle, locate and secure
fund~ to ensure handicapaccessible doors in every
building (thanks to Senator
Luci Johnson), assure last

summer's graduation, and
negotiated the funds to
double the size of our present
Student Center, only to name
a few.
,
This Student Government
has a different focus. Thanks
to the dedication and interest
in the senate, I have been able
to work on the major student
problems: tuition, financial

Spanky
OW, rT HAS -~~
i-r s uPSAAJD
DOWNS
/

Fulfillment of King's dream
would lead to socialism
Editor:
I recently attended the
memorial commemoration of
the late Dr. Martin Luther
King's birthday. At· this
commemoration, much was
said of non-violence.
However, the participants
called for black solidarity to
force this nation, which Sen.
Carrie
Meek
called
"inherently racial," to give
blacks their just .· part in
society.
This is to be carried out by

•

•

blacks getting aid from the
goverl)ment,
with
the
redistribution of wealth, affirmative action and a certain
percentage of business,
because-they are black.
These calls for "social
justice" in accordance with
King's dream, if carried out,
will change our free republic
to a socialist state with
freedom for no one except the
government to oppress the
people.
Charles H. Norris

Right committee, wrong·Johnson
Editor:
Throughout the past week,
I had several people approac~
me about the Jan. 14 letter to
the editor from Beth Mills,
PAC . president. (Censorship
claims are figments of a
child's imagination)
Her letter concerned the
council's decision to not show
the X-rated film. I would like
to clarify that, though I am a
.member of the cin~ma · com-

New .
•

On the Avenue

DECADES .
•
•

(formally Bowley's)

325 Park Ave.
· Winter Park
•

Drop By For A
FREE Draft On Us
I Free Draft
DECADES

aid, and expenditure of Activity and Service Fee funds.
The Senate is taking care of
student services and projects,
and I am taking care of
representing students to the
administration, Tallahassee,
and Washington. I'm convinced it is working.
I will be writing frequently
this semester and will keep

mittee, I am not Debbie
Johnsen, the author of the
Dec. 10 letter to the editor.
(Cinema Committee's movie
selections censored)
Kathleen C. Johnson

Notice
To whom it may concern:
The Future has canceled

you informed as to our actions, and may solicit your
help in letter writing and
phone calling on key issues.
If anyone has a suggestion,
question, or complaint, please
contact me at · Student
Government, x-2191, or drop
by SC Room 200.
Hav.e a great and safe
semester!
TicoPerez

Future-January 21, 1983
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Senator seeks continuation
of King's fight for equality

IF YOU LIKE BANKING
MADE EASY

by Donna Howell

YOU'LL LOVE US

Future news

Democratic state Sen. Carrie Meek
of Miami urged the use of communication in place of violence to a
crowd of 500 at UCF's Martin Luther
King, Jr. commemoration Jan. 14. ·
. King's dream of civil equality must
meet educational, political and
economic challenges, Meek said.
Blacks must be prepared to work in
the worlds of both white and black in
order to succeed. "To be for blacks
does not mean to be against whites,"
she stressed.
Meek called higher education "the
last bastion of segregation in
America" and lamented blacks' 48
percent college attrition rate. She
cited little ·progress in the areas of
unemployment and poverty for
Florida's l.~ million blacks. Meek's
own 36th District includes Miami's
Liberty City and Overtown neigh,-------------

·The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
located just minutes from the
u.c.F. campus. we have spacious
parking, fast drive in tellers and
two Cl.TIZENS 24 HR automated
tellers.in Oviedo and at u.c.F. in
the .new A.T.'M. building. AU to
make banking easy for you.
you will ever
need from a Full service Bank is
·yours at ....
Evervt~ing

I

'I

!

·Studentsl
-

The Humane Society of Seminole
County desperately needs your
help to build a new shelter for
homeless animals in 1983. Please
collect S & H Green Stamps and
turn them into the shelter at 2001
E. 25th Street in Sanford. The
Edyth Bush Foundation will double the amount if the Society's goal
is reached in time. Have a heart for
the homeless animals in 1983.
~m•rie

156 GEN~VA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729 •OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

@

MEMBER FDIC

(305) 365-6611

.

.

•

.

CS~f!{lcou'l.tf.
'l'l.c.

borhoods. Meek admonished the
audience to involve themselves with
civil rights issues. "You're doing all
right, but you haven't made it yet.
The fight of Martin Luther King, Jr.
still goes on,'' she said.
Also included in the midday
celebration were selections by the
University's Gospel and Concert
choirs as well as a Litany of Commemoration to King. Saturday, the
commemorative observance continued with a luncheon at the House
of Beef. State Rep. Alzo Reddick was
the featured speaker. A commemorative proclamation by Orlando
Mayor Bill Frederick and a slide
presen~tion, "Moments of Reflection,'' were included in the program.
The school's third annual memorial
to King, who was born Jan. 15, 1929,
was themed, ''Charting a Non-Violent
Course: 'The Challenge of the '80s.''
UCF's Black Student Union, the
Association of Black Employees, the
Office. of Minority Student Services
and the Martin Luther King Steering
commit~ all participated in organizing the celebration.
r-----~------. -1

l ,§.":> ~~ .

. l
1CJ 1J'~ Pizzeria I
I o....~ . $1.00 off Large I

I
or Medium pizza :
II Casselton Corner 5 with ad I
I 1049 N. Semoran ~lvd.
··
I
I Wi_nter Park, Florida 671 _7500 : ·

·-------------J '-'-------------.. .

-----------~
~

Centralized Services

s.c. Rm. 206

275-2060

~

Movie Tickets
Eastern Federal
Northgatc 4
Conway Twin
Orange Blossom 2
\\"ometco
Park East & West
Interstate 6
General Cinema
Seminole
Altamonte
Park wood
Fashion Sq uarc

S.G. Price

Re~.

82.50

84.00
(All

Adm.

~lode

. YonrSavings

.

81.50

•

Tic.kcts.)

(

(.

-,

l

'
~

~

\

~

Dinner Theatres
Once Cpon .A Stage
Theatre On Park
Arca Attractions
Daisy's Basement
Disney World
Sea World
Ro~ic O'Grady's Ikg. Admission

g13.00

814.25

\.
815.00
815.95

82.00
81.70

'

i

!

(.

'

82.50
811.50

89.50
83 .....
•)-n

(
84.00
813.25
810.75
84.75

81.50
81.75

81.25
81.50

East-\V c~t Ex1•rcsSWll?r' (I 0 tickets) s2.oo
Photo Film Dc,·cloplug (sec (~ cnt ralizcd Scr,·iccs 1•ricc list)
Ro!!»ic O"Grad,.··s Pas.4itcs 1/2 Price A1111~utl Mcnahcrslti1•

~

•

.
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WTBS spices up Saturday nights
with good humor and lots of Tush
by Larry Thompson
Entertainment editor

His now-famous Christmas speeial
helped bring the yodelling voice of
Slim Whitman to worldwide
prominence. His most implausible
role came as the stand-in host for the
mundane Mike Douglas on the
"People Now" afternoon . talk show.
But finally, Bill Tush, that
resident nutty guy from WT-BS
Channel 17 is back in.rare form with
the debut of his newly-revived "Tush"
program on Saturday nights. ·
Saturday night's show began, appropriately enough, as a spoof "of a
late-night viewing session. A
st.ereotypical, midcile-class <;!Ouple sat
,in bed deciding what program to
watch for the evening. With remote
control switch in . hand, the wimpy
husband and Wife in.curlers began the
evening fare with "The Tomorrow
Night Show," a brilliant parody of
King Carson's own failing "Tonight
Show."
Tush, naturally, was the guest host,
.joined by his boozing sidekick, Uncle
Danny Bob, and supported ·by the
seersucker-clad band,. Spats Tuscannini and the Mellowtones. Parlaying
the familiar "Tonight Show" format
into a circus of bad jokes and ob-

ne?'ious guests, Tush convincingly
showed that creativity in television is
not a lost art.
U sing ~ well-timed sequence of
frequent scene changes, ·facilitated by.
the couple who kept switching the
dial, "Tush" ran the satiric gamut of
television foibles such as newsbreaks,
commercials and public service announcements to provide every outlet
for ridicule.
One recurring segment featured a

Woman"-"! am prcx:luct, watch me
sell. Buy my records on K-Tel..." .
Also featured were ultra-rich country singer Roger Kenny, who showed
· a film clip of his recent luxurious pur- ·
chases; an impressionist whose only
talent was doing a oad Ed Sullivan.intrcx:lucing famous stars; and a
leopardskin-clad Rcx:l Ste~art look@ke named Rod Stewart. ·
An appearance by Robert Flake, a by Bob Jaxson
Baretta-type, fouled-mouth punk .who Adventure editor
desperat.e PBS-style t.elethon during was continually bleeped out and a
To recap. Almost sounds like some
which the only phone call came from washed up singer/actress, Rella kind of bizarre ad for a bellowing tire
the volunteers in _the studio. And with Deese, added to the comic mayhem of salesman. If it were only that ·simple.
each plea for money, the frustrated Tush's interviews.
No thanks to the higher-ups in the
hosts would give .a different (and
As the last commercial break end- newsroom, I managed to salvage ~
ed, with the Mellowtones playing the . srDall shred of sanity from a finanwrong) phone number.
The commercials were a collection same eight-bar phrase of Sa tin cially · disastrous and socially
of sight gags-a tortoise wax ad in Doll,'' Tush had only enough time to debillitating excursion to the snowwhich the speaker actually waxed a thank Dr. David Demarol, who was capped underworld of Sou them
turtle; a Ranco fiber maker, which about to reveal a cure for cancer but California-in search of the elusive Pia
turned leftover food into clothing; time ran out.
Zadora (Future, Jan. f4).
Tush beer (it goes right through you)
The only serious segments of the
I never did find her, which is
and the sensationalized pitch for the show were two excellent musical probably to her advantage, because
"Satellite Star," a gossip mag an- numbers by -singer Dobie Gray, who ¢ter the tortuous ordeal I endured, I .
nouncing "Teenager in Peru gives performed in the familiar hallway-in- no doubt would have slugged her
birth to a frog.''
front-of-the-elevator set from the old right in her suntanned face.
The highlights, of course, were the "Tush show" .
With no money (and an extremely
guests on "Tlie Tomorrow Night
If the premiere of "Tush" is an in- low tolerance for the smog-infested
Show. '' ·Janna Swain, a Helen Reddy- dication of things to come, Bill Tush nether regions of California) I abantype who supported the Girl's and his cast of talented unknowns doned the search shortly after a
Movement, sang her hit "I Am Com- may soon be sounding the death knell Malibu booking agent came at me
mercial" to the tune of "I Am for "Saturday Night Live."
with a cattle prcx:l in the midst of a
cocaine orgy in Palisades Park.
The details are too sordid to expound upon here · but a word of
caution to any would-be travelers to
the Golden Bear state: enter at your
own risk and only under conditions of
severe mental depravity and heavy
There is something to be said for musicals--not much, mind you but at least a armament.
word of praise for those which can elicit a degree of satisfaction from the skepMy eventual escape was accomtical viewer.
plished with the aid of a saintly fellow
So be it with the current production of "Funny Girl," the latest offering from Floridian who rescued me from a
the Once Upon a Stage Dinner Theatre in Orlando.
~y truckstop in New Mexico called
· From the well-crafted stage settings to the memorable song classics lik~ Tiny' s Overnight.
"Second Hand Rose" and "People," this pleasant little production succeeds on
He called himself Brother '!;om and
Jhe strength of several outstanding performances.
was returning from an Inqian reserMost noteworthy is Donna Charles as the effervescent Fanny Brice, a New vation where he had been selling
York showgirl with an amateurish determination tha~ ·s macks of success.
Bibles to the natives.
Her vocal talent and raison d'etre land her a job in the famous .zeigfeld ' Although I couldn't reimburse him
Follies. Of course, no musical would be complete without a love angle and for his road expenses, I did promise to
Robert Lyons, as Nick Arnstein, fits the bill perfectly. His rich baritone and give him a percentage of the profits
·erudite manner amply satisfy Fanny's idea of class.
from the movie . script of the entire
Without expounding on the critical shortcomii.igs of the script itself, suffice adventure. In the meantime, it's time
it to say that even the most demanding viewer will find a bit of dazzle and fun to bask in the civility of this quiet litin this fine production.
tle campus in the woods.

Search for Pia
abandoned;
Jaxson survives

I I

·At the theatre

·Another musica·I;·however ...

Fanny Brice (Donna Charles) falls in
love with Nick (Robert Lyons).

Coming Attractions ...
Photoscapes
The UCF Art Gallery, HFA
Room 305, continues its current
exhibition titled "Contemporary
Landscape Photography,'' a collection of photographs by Robert
Polzer and Oscar Bailey. The
Gallery is open M~nday-Friday,
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. ·

Jazzed Up
The sounds of jazz will fill the
Seminole Community College Concert Hall, Jan. 26 at 12:30 p.m. The
concert, featuring the SCC Faculty
Jazz Trio, is open to all interested
afficianados and is free of charge.

Pig Out
It's party time this Sunday as
WDIZ presents a massive Pig Out
at the Central Florida Fairgrounds.
The $ 7. 50 admission is your ticket
for belly dancers, hot air balloons, a

plications for the Fifth Annual
Goldenrod Festival. Those interested in the arts & crafts, parade
and entertainment portions of the
·program should call Lavergne
Ryan at 677-5980 or 678-8080 or
write: Festival, P.O. Box 61,
Goldenrod, FL 32733.

wet T-shirt contest and general
craziness. Concessions extra.
Music will be provided by the
Argus Saltwater Cowboys and
special surprise guest, Rick
Derringer. The party continues
from noon 'til dark.

Get Accepted.
The Goldenrcx:l Civic Club and
the Goldenrcx:l Area Chamber of
Commerce are now accepting ap-

Concert Info
•"Overnight sensation" Top 40 ~ rockers Steel Breeze will blow into
the Point After Jan. 26. Tickets for
this single show are $5 and are
available at the Point..

•Goody two-shoes himself, Adam
Ant, brings his English manner to
the Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre Jan. 25. Tickets are $10 general
admission and are available at the
Carr Box Office and all Centroplex
outlets.
•Well-preserved: New Orleans
culture comes to the Lakeland
Civic Center Theatre in the form of
the Preservation Hall Jazz Band
on Jan. 27. Tickets for this legendary band are $9.50, $S.50 and
$7.50 and are available at the
Altamonte Mall and Fashion
Square ticket agencies.
•The Florida Symphol)y Orchestra
and the Florida Symphony Youth
Orchestra present a combined concert with Sidney Rothstein and
Alfred Sa via conducting Jan. 27 at
8 p.m. in the Bob Carr Auditorium.
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Viking Custom Cars
Cars individually color coordinated
We emphasize quality/ not quantity
A car as unique as your signature
Your's will be one of a kind
2 S. Lake Howell Rd.
Casselberry, Fl. 32707

Put yourself in the picture! .

Call 834-6238 for a demonstration

.

•

Spring
Sorority

•

Rush
•

Sign up in Student ·
Affairs Admin .. 288
$2.50

275·2177

•

Larnelle Harris, a popular young Gospel singer,
will be guest soloist at UCF Student Center ·
Auditorium on January 28 at Noon.
He will also appear at the First Bqptist Church
on January 28 at 7:30 pm. ·

GREEK·:

•

For more information call:

Hal Burke
Campus Ministry Office

X-2468
!!:!.E 'E ' r=

r= r= r= r= r= r= r= r= r= r= r= r= r= r= r= r= r= r= r= r:=

•
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Sports week
Bandits·
sign two
from UCF

Fla. Southern
continues to
haunt UCF
by Mike Candelaria
Future sports

by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

•

There was a time at the end of this
year's UCF football season when
senior defensive standouts Bill
Giovanetti and Mike Sommerfield
had completely given up on the hope
of playing pro football and were planning to finish up their education and
take a job out in the business world.
That plan was altered for the pair
tw<f weeks ago when both signed twoyear contracts to the · Tampa Bay
Bandits of the new United States
Football League after attending the
t.eam' s mini-camp _in Tampa.
If they make ,the team, each will be
paid approximately $25,000 a :year.
But the competition will be difficult.
When the two enter the Bandits'
training camp at Hillsbourgh Community College on Jan. 29, they will
be among 85 players competing for a
spot on the team's 40-man final
roster. Included in the 85 are former

Bill Giovanetti
Mike Sommerfield
NFL players as well as some of the program led to a physical and
nation's top Division I college football emotional letdown that was clearly
talent.
. · reflected in his performance this year.
"If I perform to my physical
Giovanetti, a 6-foot, 200-pounder
capabilities, I'll make that team," from Casselberry finished up his fourSommerfield said.
I wanna be year career as starting linebacker for
another Mark Gastineau (star defenUCF with some impressive statistics
sive enc:Hor the New York Jets)."
for the record books. The defensive
-For Sommerfield, the 6-foot-4-il:lch, captain finished as the Knights' all240~pound defensive tackle from
time tackle lea_d er as well as all-time
Hialeah, the signing marked a interceptions leader. In addition, he
resurgence in his enthusiasm for the was named as an honorable mention
game that he'd lost over the past Associated Press All-American in
season at UCF. According to Som1981.
merfield, UCF's 0-10 record, the
Before the opportunity to try out
changes in coaching personnel, and came,_Gi~vanetti thought all the fun
the school's lack of support for the was over. "I really didn't think I had
11

Bandits, page 10

Va-r) Tongeren keeps
Lady Knights rolling
by Mike Candelaria
Future sports

Dorine Van Tongeren is llving
proof that actions speak louder
than words.
On the basketball court, the 5foot-11-inch junior from Amster-.
dam, Holland doesn't say much,
yet her presence is always felt: Off
the court, she's the same way. She
makes friends easily and has the
respect of all her teammates. Van
Tongeren is the epitome of a quiet
leader.
In a recent game against Florida
Southern College, the Lady
Knights got off to a slow start and
were in need of help. Van Tongeren
quickly scored 11 consecutive poin~
ts to put the team ij.head.
Through 14 games, Van
Tongeren is leading the Lady
Knights in scoring, averaging 18

points a game, and in rebounding
with eight points per game. Head
coach Joe Sanchez.. says she's
probably the main reason the Lady
Knights have posted a 12-3 record
and are currently ranked 12
nationally in Division II.
"I wish I had 10 Dorine Van
Tongerens," Sanchez said. "Sh~
has all the ingredients of a winner.
Not only is she an exciting athlete,
but a first-class person. She is one
of the best women athletes I've
ever coached."
Despite all the praise, Van
Tongeren remains modest. I think
my job is to score and rebound, and
to play defense,'' she said. While at
UCF, Van Tongeren said sh~ would
like to accomplish two things. I
want to go to the nationals, and
win, of course,'' she said.·

•••

11

11

Van Ton eren, page 10

The UCF men's basketball team
was soundly defeated Jan. 14 in
Lakeland by the Florida Southern
Mocassins, 90-77. The loss drops the
Knights' record to 9-5 and 1-1 in conference play as they entered this
week's action against Florida Institute of Technology on Tuesday.
For the Knights and their fans, the
game against Florida Southern must
have seemed. like a rerun. The loss
marks the 10th time in . the last 11
games that the Knights have lost
against Florida Sou them. ·
"The best team won that ball
·game,'' head coach Torchy Clark said.
"They beat us in every phase of the
game. Florida Southern is an excellent
·
ball club.''
For the -Knights, the first half was
marred by poor shooting and
numerous mistakes. Very little
changed in the second half. A swarming Florida Southern defense continued to create problems for UCF.
Tonight UCF travels to St. Leo
College and faces a surprisingly tough
St. .Leo squad. In recent seasons, St.
Leo has not been much of ·a factor in
the Sunshine State conference.
However,. this year they sport a .12-2
record and are listed as an honorable
mention in the current national
Division II poll. "They're good,"
Clark stated. "They have a dangerous
ball club."

Pam Glmson /Future

Dorine Van Tongeren puts a jumper
in practice at the UCF gym

The UCF women's basketball team
continued to pound their opponents
by defeating Florida Southern 64-51
Jan. 14. The Lady Knights are
currently ranked 12th nationally. in
Division II with a 12-3 record as they
entered this week.' s action against
Flagler on Wednesday. Like the men's
·team, the women play St. Leo tonight.
For the Lady Knights the play of
point guard Karen Harvey, and forwards . Dorine Van Tongeren and
Chris Strahl were the keys to the win.
UCF started slowly, but with the help
of Van Tongeren's 11 straight points,
the Lady Knights built a lead.
· Florida Sou them challenged, but
Harvey's ball handling ~nd Strahl's
clutch play preserved the

:Mn·

·

Wrestling Knights look to salvage remainder of season
By Jeff Frederick
Future sports

The UCF Wrestling team lost its
sixth home match 22-20 on Jan. 15 to
California State of Pennsylvania.
The injury-plagued Knights dropped to 2-7 for the year even though an
impressive· performance was turned in
by heavyweight Brian Parker, who
earned "Wrestler of the week"
honors.
Despite the losses, first-year head
coach John Rouse is anything but
pessimistic. He says that the chances
of finishiI~g in the top twenty are still
very good, with an outside chance of
being in the top fifteen. He attributes
many of the defeats to injuries, an
academica_!ly ineligible wrestler, and a

very tough schedule which included
schools like Navy and LSU. "Several
of otir losses could have been 'wins,
but the injuries killed us." Rouse added.
According to Rouse, the goal ~f the
team this year was a .500 season and
a finish in the top 20. He says that the
chances of finishing in the top twenty
are still very good, with an outside
chance of being in the top fifteen.
This weekend the team travels to
Clemson University to compete in a
· · I t
k d'
duel meet with nine teams, including UCF' s M ark Geary gets a gnp
.
.
. m as wee en s
powerhouses Clemson and Tennesee. 11y R ouse competition against Califorma
Chattanooga. R ea Iis t ica
.
· State
expects to finish only somewhere in
The team has three duel meets
and five wrestlers with a legitimate
the middle of the pack.
remaining after this weekend's matc.h
chance of placing in the nationals.

Page 10
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Van Tongeren-·- - - - - - - - - f r o m p a g e 9 Bandits------------- from page9
a chance to P.lay pro. I figured I'd just
get a business job,'' Giovanetti said.
Both Giovanetti and Sonimerfield
shared similiar apprehension about
entering a pro camp, and being
.around such high caliber players. "I
was scared," Giovanetti said. "I
figured it was just a shot in the dark

After arriving at Indian River
Community College, Van Tongeren
quickly became a standout,
averaging 18 points and 12
rebounds a game. From there she
was recruited to UCF where she's
helping win games and leading-quietly.

For Van Tongeren, the road to
UCF has been a strange one. She's
lived in the United States for only
2Y2 years. She developed her
basketball skills as a teenager in
Suriname, South America, where
she played in community leagues.

because of my size, but I was ready to
show my stuff."
Sommerfield echoed that fear. "I
didn't feel like I belonged," Sommerfield said. "There were a lot of defensive players and ex-NFL veterans
there. The average age was about 26
or 27. I was awed sitting there."

LIPP
0

SERVICE

INCREDIBLE
Live

Or

_Indoor
Rock
.. Disc

I

INC.

SOUNDS'

Recorded
and

..

Music

Outdoor

New

Wave

I

Jazz

Jockeys

CHRIS
322-0701

GARV

645-1802

~mcriran ~air ~asqions
$5 off on Style, Cut and
Blowdry to UCF Faculty
and
Stud.ents
(w/ID). ,

~

coosedown ~~
vests

coosedOwn
Jackets

17.95 to
31.95

33.95 to
89.95

• Shop our complete
selection of Goosedown
vests for men and women
all at factory outlet prices.

• We carry a large selection
of quality goosedown
jackets for men and
women .

679 South East Lake
Lon~wood, FL. 3~750
0105) 831-5937
One bloek !lilOllth oi SK ~'J4 .,.. SR

•

FOR RENT
SOCRATES DRIVE
New Deluxe 2 bedroom 2 bath
townhouse completely equipped GE kitchen, carpet, dropes,
washer/dryer hook-ups, and
private patio, One month free.
rent! $425 per month.
Snyla Reich

..

Manager

894-6281

•

Factory outlet Mall
5401 Oakridge Road

FREE COLOR CATALOG

OPEN · Mon . • Sat. 10 tll 9 • SlJ/1 1 t ll 9
Phone 351·2021

oualltV outooor apparel ano eoutpment

·

Mountain camper Factory out1ec5
· Factorv Outlets Po Box 2~1 sevmour. TN 37965

-~ouiuaj11

-ett'

rl/il'
- =-

+: 8

·& H

r:..11 Factory
""mper
MI::
Outlets

Limited Quantities
Limited sizes

8

¥ 8 XX 8

H

H

8

8

H

><

H

><

H

>< ><

H

*

*WW &

..

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

- City _ _ _ State _ _ Zlp _ _
Clip and mail

8

MA*

w:l

Hot Sandwiches

Monday ·
25¢ Draft
31.75 Pitcher 8-11

CARRIE NATIONS

. TAVERN

TneSday

Thursday
Ladies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 8-10
D-J & Dancing

Friday
Pitcher 8-11

Saturday

Wednesday
85¢ Bottles

•

81 .00 off any

All Im ports 31. 00

Michelob&
Michelo b lite

Special Discounts
Day&Nite

Happy Hour 8-11

* Speeial: Happy u ·o ._r
82.50 Pitchers 40¢ Draft
All Imports 81.00
M-F 12 til 7
(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 27 3-4297

D-.J & Dancing

•

Sunday
All Day & Nite
20¢ off all cans
and bottles
50¢ off all pitchers
•

•

,•.......................................•
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WESLEY FOUNDATION:

!

; -

•: Worship ;• Search·
•

:

•
•

Sunday Mornings -10:30 - SC 227
Rev. Bob Gibbs

:
•

(Bible Study)- Mondays - Noon - Knight RM.
• Fellowship Meeting • Wednesdays - 4pm - SOL
(Speakers, Films, Discussions)
:

:
:

1983, :ropic: Christion Faith and Human Sexuality

: For More Information: Rev. Bob Gibbs

In the age of information technology, a company
-whose sales of $1.7 billion annually and whose
products and components extend from data acquisition and information processing through data
communication to voice, video and graphic communication - is making creative freedom a reality
for their new graduates.
·

:
•
:

: United Methodist Student Conference - Feb. 4-6,
:

CREATIVE'
FREEDOM

!

(United Methodist)
Spring Activities 1983

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Febru~ ry 2nd
Electrical and Chemical Engineering, Computer
Science, Engineering Technology, Physics,
Material Science, Accounting/Finance, and
Technical Sales [EE, ME, CSJ Majors
Make arrangements at the Placement Office.

.:

:
~~~~
:
.......................................
•

'***********************~*;

** '
•

•

EVERY SUNDAY
w~~

flfl-

Led By: Rev. Bob Gibbs
(United Methodist)
Director, United Campus Ministry

t

•

t
*
*t

.

SC Study Lounge

SC227
All studentS, Faculty and staff are Cordially
I "f d t AH d
nVI e 0
en

-ft

HARRIS

**

C
t

An Equal Opportunity Employer. M /F/ H/ V

-er.------------------.
...
t

t

V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney

**
t

Personal Injury and Wrongful Death
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal Law
Initial consultation available without charge

*~
*****************'----------------------------~

{t

fl-

•

Campus Worship Service ·
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Deadline:
Monday at Noon

f Of Sale
'73 Toyota Corona Deluxe. Auto, air, new
transmission & brakes. $1150 or best offer.
277-7257.
Pioneer Supertuner car stereo. Also co-axial
Jensen speakers. Coil 282-9505 before
1/24/83, 282-7834 after 1/24/83.

16 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida
(305) 84i-0342

elASSIFIED
Part-time help wanted . Herbal World, 8961017.

lost & found
Left 4 reports borrowed (in Library) on
Resource Geography. If you know of them,
pis. coll 6n-5859. Tammy .

Accurate TYPING , attractive/correct forms.
IBM Sel. II. Reasonable, minor editing. Exp.
in any/all .jobs. Call Martl-1 ml. from campus. 365-6874 by 7 AM or after 5:30 PM.

Business and personal consultations. The
coming yea. clearly defined : business,
finance, marriage, health , career. Ac
curate and rea•onable . 671-1208.

Typing service available, 11 years experience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.

Gay Community Services of Central Florida
offering legal and medical referral. coun
sellng , hot line with trained members
s,..,ecial activities. For information call THE
GAYS (843-4297).

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correcr - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 tlon of spelllng, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
MOBILE HOME, 24x54, 2 B-2 B, new carpet,
papers, resumes, and typing. All work
paneling, screened porch, and large
prepared on IBM display writers. Full-time
utility. Adult · park 1 mi. from campus.
staff, all have college degrees. 24-hr. tur$28,990. Coll 365-5973.
HELP! Need roommate NOW!!! Female ·to
naround avail. 671-3007.
Young Cockatiels, tame grays $30. Whites share 2-bdrm . 2-bath apt. $220/mo . includes
and pleds ($55). Perfect pets for apartments. EVERYTHING (rent, elec., phone, groc., etc .,
WORD PROCESSING--all typing. Prompt .
628-3223.
etc., etc.) ca112n-3879 after 6 PM .
Professional. Reasonable. Resume, $4! Call
JUDY'S Business Svc .. 671-0312.
2742 Pennsylvania off 520 near UCF. 3-2, Fla. Gorgeous 2-bedroom 2•h-bath townhouse
rm., big house, assume 7314%, good terms, at Lake Howell to share w/ 1 or 2 people.
porch, fenced, nice. C-Me Realty, 869-4888. $200/month, 112 utilities. Call Peggy, 339·
4389.
P/V Topper, long bed, $150. After 5:30, Jim
Clark, 855-n27.
Mole or female to shore 4-bedroom mobile
- - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - i home. $140/month and 114 utilities. Coll 282·
Here 's your chance! Great 2-bdrm . duplex
4875.
1/2 mi. from UCF. Wsh/dry; dlshwsh ; ceiling
fan & ·all other conveniences. Available the
Male to share 2-bdrm. apt. $130/mo. and 1h
end of Feb . Coll Tom at 275-3241.
utilities. Near UCF. Call Rick, 282-6316 MWF
after 5 PM.
Jack Mcintosh : Coll me soon . Need info for
5table male or female wanted to share WI option to buy, 3-bdrm., 2-bath w/ tam .
news article. Keith, 282-3983.
mobile home 10 minutes from UCF. rm ., fireplace, 2-car garage. 11/2 mi. from
UCF. $475/mo. Call eves. 904-736-1549.
.$225/month includes utilities. 568-4657.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KAREN LEE.
Hope you have as much fun this year as you
did last year.
Gentleman will share modern 2-br. home in
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - . 9ast Orlando w/ female student. Platonic
273-5610
relationship. Call Chuck, 568-2996.
Parokeets1, 2 with cage, $40. 275-6311.

roommates

•

•

Student Rate:
50 cents per line

for rent

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control
Center , Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Ave.
Available by phone 24 hours a day: 4220606; or toll free 1-800-432-8517.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counseling.
VD .screening, low cost, confidential ser
vices.
Centrai Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive,' Orlando
898-0921

personal

•

UNIVERSITY VILLAS

help wanted

Furnished & Unfurnished $240-$265
2 Pools, Tenn is Courts

typists

Home cleaners needed . Flex. hrs. $3.50/hr.
to start. Call 671 -7463, leave name & num·
ber w/ answering svc .
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs . exp. Full time . Term
' p~ers, theses, reports. resumes , etc.
Does your club or organization need extrc Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
cash??? INterested , call 869-0776.
and editing included. Reasonable . Call
Bea, 678-1386.
,>ositlon available for 83/84 school year at
UCF. Manager of refrigerator rental prog. Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
Exe. part time income. Ga in practical bus. experience -at low rates. Call DAY or
experience. Call CPI at 301-699-9264 or EVENINGS, 678-4360.
write 4500 College Ave ., College Park, MD
20740 by 2/1 /83 .

•

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

services
Personality profiles for your next party. Indepth , entertain ing , and accurate. Call
Elizabeth, 671-1208.
"Nice boy with truck," moving and hauling
reasonable rates. 275-3667.

J1£pocC)@1;1tic
Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE. RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405
Toll Free 800-432-5249

•

•

•
I

.

.

.

•

•

